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ABSTRACT 
Objectives 
To assess the profile preferences of laypeople in (USA, Switzerland, Lebanon, South Africa, Japan, 
Saudi Arabia and Turkey), and to assess if gender, age, race, education and income had influence on decision. 
Methods 
535 laypersons rated fifty profile silhouettes of profile after altering the lip in five 1 mm 
increments in the sagittal direction and nose in three sagittal and vertical directions, creating 45 
combinations. 
Demographics were collected. The soft tissue values were incorporated. ANOVA with post 
hocTukey test were used to compare difference in means in each location. Multivariate regression model was 
used to assess the effect of demographics on preference. 
Results 
The mean preference was significantly different across locations at p-value of <.0001. In the United 
States and Lebanon, the most preferred profile was original lip and nose, in Switzerland and South Africa, 
was L-2, N A -1, V -1, in Japan and Saudi Arabia, was L0, N A +1, V-1, and in Turkey, was L+2, N A -1, V 
+1. Profile change, location, gender and race were significant confounders at p-value of <.0001, <.0001, 
<.0001 and 0.02 respectively, on the other hand, age, education and income were not. 
Conclusion 
Layperson’s perception of lip and nose position is different among the seven locations. Layperson 
prefer profiles within one standard deviation from the norms for Caucasians behind the E-line. Layperson is 
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not reliable in their rating of lip changes within ∓2 mm. Gender and race are significant confounders unlike 
age, education and income. 
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REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
A. Introduction 
 Good occlusion and facial balance are two interdependent goals of an orthodontic treatment.[1] 
However, the patient`s and orthodontist`s expectations and treatment objectives may not always coincide.[2] 
There may be multiple reasons behind that, such as some patients may be focused only on one aspect of a 
problem, or they may not care about the problem, or they did not realize that there is a problem. 
 Clinical examination and radiographic assessments along with model analysis are among the most 
important tools for a comprehensive treatment planning [3].  Additionally, intraoral and Extraoral 
photographs of the patient are crucial in determining the overall plan of treatment. Lip position is an important 
factor to consider, keeping in mind that soft tissue support diminishes with age.[4]  
 In their assessment of profile, orthodontists tend to apply their own perception of the esthetic profile 
which could be very subjective to the orthodontist`s training and experience, not taking into account the  
patient’s genuine perception of the.[5] 
 Patients’ perception of a pleasant look is very personal; it is largely influenced by the culture where 
they attributed.[6] [5] William H. Swell Jr, a political scientist and historian, defines culture as a systems of 
symbols and meanings acting as a determinate structure of human behavior, and that culture has two relatively 
autonomous dimensions which are the structure and practice [7]. Different cultures have different definition 
for beauty. They may agree on major obvious factors, but they may also diverge in details. With the advances 
in communication technologies, cultures are now more open to be influenced by the perception of beauty 
from other regions around the world, which over time may change the expectations our patients may have 
for orthodontic treatment.[6]   
B. Profile Preference Studies with Lip Changes 
 Facial esthetics is major part of social interaction and person’s self-esteem.[8] A pleasant facial profile 
is comprised of the harmonious projection and proportion of different facial structures,[9] including the 
forehead, nose, lips and chin. Therefore it is essential to set goals of treatment to coordinate the proportions 
of each of those features into optimal balance. [10] 
Modarai et al. 2013 reported that orthodontic patients appear to be more critical than laypersons and 
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clinicians in their perceived optimal esthetics and stressed the importance of using patients as judges in 
esthetic profile preference in addition to clinicians and lay persons[11]. Patients always demand esthetics 
although their stated goal is often to restore function.[6] 
 In 1973, Foster et al. was the first to use series of silhouettes to compare the profile preference for 
male and female at different ages (8, 12, 16, and adults) amongst a group of ninety subjects. The group (n=90) 
consisted of general dentists, art students, orthodontists and lay people in northern California. They modified 
the position of lips of a Caucasian female on a photograph in increments of 2 mm from retrusive to protrusive, 
creating seven profile silhouettes, the seventh profile being 12 mm more protruded than the first. Lay people 
were categorized by race into Black, Chinese and White groups. They showed that more protruded lips give 
more youthful and feminine look while the ones with more retrusive position indicates aging and masculinity. 
Interestingly, orthodontists preferred similar values for males and females while lay people were more 
distinct in their selection of profiles with more lip retursion was preferred for females than males. In that 
study, racial background did not play a role in their preference for adult profile.[4]  
 Hier et al. 1999 surveyed 53 Orthodontic treated and untreated patients at the University of Illinois at 
Chicago by adjusting the profile of 29 image of male and female subjects in millimetric measurements 
relative to the Rickette’s E-Line. The results showed that untreated subjects as well as the female subjects 
preferred fuller profiles.[12] 
 Maganzini et al. 2000 investigated the perception of profile preference of 85 laypersons in Beijing, 
China by manipulating profile images in the anteroposterior dimension by two standard deviations from the 
average norms for Chinese, creating 5 possibilities with normal average Chinese, bimaxillary retrusion, 
retrusive maxilla, retrusive mandible and protrusive maxilla. Raters preferred flatter profile for males and 
profiles with maxillary retrusion in females. [13] 
 Nomura et al. 2009 conducted a study to evaluate the preference of profile among 120 adult judges of 
different ethnic groups and locations: Europeans and Hispanics in the United States, Japanese in Japan, and 
Africans in Kenya. Nomura included the silhouettes of thirty patients of different racial backgrounds in his 
study, with the inclusion criteria being molar Class I or Class II relationship and no prior orthodontic 
treatment. The lip position on the silhouettes was modified in reference to the Rickett’s E-line by increments 
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of 2 mm ranging from -8 to +4 mm, with negative being posterior to the E-line and positive being anterior to 
it. He found that the mean preferred lower lip position varied significantly between European Americans, 
Hispanic Americans, Japanese and Africans by -2.58 mm, -3.28 mm, -3.45 mm and -2.13 respectively, with 
more retruded profile for male than females. The anterior limits of acceptability relative to the E-line were 
+0.54 ± 1.83 mm for the European American judges, –0.57 ± 2.11 mm for the Hispanic American judges, –
0.96 ± 1.99 mm for the Japanese judges, and +0.31 ± 2.01 mm for the African judges while the mean posterior 
limits of acceptability relative to the E-line were –5.17 ± 1.81 mm for the European American judges, –5.36 
± 1.93 mm for the Hispanic American judges, –5.18 ± 1.77 mm for the Japanese judges, and –4.65 ± 2.11 
mm for the African judges.[6] 
  Shimomura et al. 2011 used 13 Silhouettes to evaluate the influence of sex and age on the 
preferred lip position of 150 Japanese Orthodontic patients, with 1 mm incremental changes in the lip 
position. The average norm being in the middle, he found that the most preferred upper lip position to the E-
line for females to be in the range between -2.5 to -4.5 mm and lower lip to E Line to be in the range of -1.5 
to 0.5 mm, while for male profile, the most preferred upper lip position was -5.5 to -3.5 mm and lower lip to 
E line was -2 to 0. Female judges preferred more retrusive profile for females compared to male judges. The 
study showed that judges over the age of thirty preferred more retrusive lip position than judges between the 
ages 15 and 19.[10] 
 Morar et al. 2011, studied the profile perception of urban and rural citizens of South Africa in the 
cities of Winterveldt and the campus of the University of the Witwatersrand in Johannesburg, and the 
influence of gender on preference. 8 profile images represented spectrum of lip positions ranged from 
retrusiveness to protrusiveness, The findings showed that larger number of rural females, rural males and 
urban females demonstrated a preference for extreme profile retrusiveness while gender was an insignificant 
confounder.[14] 
 Abu Arqoub et al 2011 used constructed profile images of 10 Jordanian males and females, where lips 
were altered in both anteroposterior and vertical position to assess the preferred profile among 454 
Jordanians, with different gender, age, and educational background. Raters consisted of four groups, high 
school students, college students, lay people and general dentists. The main findings were, that the most 
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preferred profile for males was consistent with the Jordanian norms for Class I skeletal and dental with an 
average lower anterior facial height, for female, the most preferred profile was harmonious with Class I 
skeletal and dental with decreased lower facial height. No significant difference was found between genders. 
However, significant difference was found between adolescents and adults. Dentists were more critical in 
their selection due to the educational background and familiarity with profile.[2] 
Naini et al. 2012 studied the preferred mandibular projection relative to the True Vertical Line (TVL) 
among different groups of 185 subjects, including clinicians, orthognathic surgery patients and laypersons. 
The soft tissue chin was moved in 2mm increments from -16 mm to +12 to TVL perpendicular to Frankfort 
line passing through subnasale. The highest rated image had soft tissue pogonion at the TVL, representing 
the idealized facial profile. Other highly rated images exhibited minor degrees of lower jaw retrusion (-2mm 
and -4mm) or very minor lower jaw prominence (+2mm). For mandibular retrusion, the values from which 
surgery was desired were approximately − 8 mm for patients and clinicians and − 9 mm for laypeople. For 
mandibular prominence, the values from which surgery was desired were approximately 3 mm for patients 
and laypeople but almost 5 mm for clinicians. A significant difference between laypeople rating with an 
average 0.24 of a level of the Likert scale higher than patients. No significant difference was found between 
clinicians and patients or clinicians and laypeople.  
 Park et al. 2013 compared the esthetic lip position for Korean males and females. They created 13 
silhouettes for each subject by moving the upper and lower lips together in 1 mm increments to the TVL. 70 
lay person raters were included in the study in three different age groups: young adults, middle-aged adults, 
and seniors., There was a statistically significant difference between young adults (M UL 3.8 LL 1.4, F UL 
3.9 LL 1.3) and middle-aged (M UL 1.8 LL -0.6, F UL 2.3 LL -0.4) and seniors (M UL 0.5 LL -1.9, F UL -
1.3 L -1.4). In their preferred lip position, seniors preferred a more retrusive lip position young adults. No 
significant differences were found between gender ratings.[15] 
 Chong et al. 2014 compared profile preference among cultures. He modified incrementally modified 
the lip position of a Chinese male and female to transition from Chinese norms to white Caucasians norms 
(0.5, 1.0, and 2.0 standard deviations in front of or behind the E-line). The photos were rated by 251 dental 
professionals and laypeople, both Chinese in Hong Kong and Caucasians in Australia. There was a significant 
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difference among cultures, with the Chinese gave higher rating to the retruded profile than did the whites. [5] 
 Pithon et al. 2014 compared using profile photographs and silhouettes to evaluate the preferred profile 
esthetics. He argued that some researchers preferred to use facial photographs because skin color and texture 
and hair are part of the factors contributing to esthetic preference, while on the other hand, many used 
silhouettes in order to eliminate distraction and variables among races. They created 7 profile and 7 
silhouettes from one average black female profile photograph, by adjusting the lip position negatively and 
positively relative to the E- Line. They presented the profiles to 100 observers of exactly divided black and 
white undergraduate college students in Brazil, and relevant information such as race, age, gender, and 
educational major was collected from the evaluators. The main finding of this study that preference didn't 
differ by race, age, gender and educational major; however, evaluator rating for the measurement close to the 
norm on the photograph was higher than the silhouette. Both methods were found to be valid means of 
comparing profile preference.[8] 
 Most of the studies mentioned in this literature review have used the E and S lines which are subjective 
to the shape and length of the nose.  Nomura et al. 2009 reported that his use of the E-line was a limitation 
of his study for the above reason. He hypothesized that different results might be obtained if a different 
reference line was used.[6] 
 Subtelny et al. 1959 described in a longitudinal study of facial profile that the soft tissue covering of 
lower face varies differentially on the maxilla versus the soft tissue chin, which tends to maintain more 
convex profile upon adulthood, the analysis of the measurements when considering the tip of the nose as the 
depth of convexity marked a continued increase in the convexity of the soft tissue profile with increment in 
age. [16]. While the average hard tissue profile tends to become straighter with age, soft tissue profile tends 
to remain comparatively stable in its convexity, little change in the angular degree of soft tissue convexity 
was found to take place after approximately six years of age. Nose will grow in downward and forward 
direction to proportionately greater degree than will the other soft tissue of the facial profile. Contrary to 
other soft tissue profile structures, nose does not seem to have an appreciable decrease in the rate of growth, 
there appears to be an average of yearly increase of one to one and third millimeter in the overall length of 
the nose in both sexes.[17] 
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C. Profile Preference Studies with Nose Changes 
Pearson et al. 2004 evaluated the difference in perception of nasal profile between patients seeking 
rhinoplasty and the general public. 42 subjects rated the profile photographs of 12 women, and the 
photographs were modified by changing the dorsal scoop to a dorsal hump, over rotation to under rotation of 
the tip of the nose, and under projection to over projection. The study showed that there is no difference in 
preference between rhinoplasty patients and public; however, most interestingly, the most preferred profile 
was significantly different than the average profile proposed by the treating clinicians, which signifies the 
fact that patient perception may significantly vary from the average norms upon which clinicians base their 
treatment. [18] 
 There were limited studies who compared the profile preference among cultures and regions 
around the world, some correlation was drown to evaluate the effect of gender, age and race, however, none 
has covered multiple regions at the same time. In this study we intent to draw a more comprehensive 
picture of how laypeople in seven different locations in four continents rate the profile and describe the 
importance of demographic factors associated with those decisions. 
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Study Sample Size Intervention Variables Results 
Foster et al 
1973 
180 
Laypersons, 
GPs, 
Orthodontists 
and Art 
students 
Lip 2 mm 
increments 
creating 7 
silhouettes  
Race (Black, 
Chinese and 
White) 
Age 
Gender 
Race: was 
insignificant 
Age: significant fuller 
for young and flatter 
for older adults 
Gender: was 
significant 
Hier et al 
1999 
53 Orthodontic 
treated and 
untreated 
patients 
29 images 
(Male/Female), 
Lip was adjusted 
to the E line in 
millimetric 
measurement 
Gender Gender: was 
significant with 
female preferred more 
fuller profile 
Untreated subjects 
preferred more fuller 
profile 
Maganzini et 
al 2000 
85 Laypersons 
(Chinese) 
5 images with 
manipulation in 
lips in the 
Anteroposterior 
dimension by 2 
standard 
deviations from 
the average norm 
for Chinese 
Preference Preference: ‘flatter,’’ 
or bimaxillary 
retrusive distortion, in 
the male stimulus face 
and the maxillary 
deficiency, in the 
female stimulus face 
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Nomura et al 
2009 
 
120 Laypersons 
in 4 racial 
groups 
E-line 
from –8 to +4 mm 
in 2-mm 
increments. 
(Silhouettes) 
Preference 
Race 
(Europeans 
and Hispanics 
in the US, 
Japanese in 
Japan and 
Africans in 
Kenya) 
Gender 
Race and sex: 
significantly influence 
laypersons’ standards 
for lip profile esthetics 
Gender: More 
retruded profile for 
Male than female 
Preference: Mean 
profile varied -2.58 
mm, -3.28 mm, -3.45 
mm and -2.13 
respectively 
Shimomura 
et al 2011 
 
150 Japanese 
Orthodontic 
patients 
Lip changes in 1 
mm increments 
creating 13 
silhouettes  
Preference 
Age 
Gender 
Age: was significant 
with judges over 30 
preferred more 
Gender: was 
insignificant 
Preference: Most 
preferred UL -2.5-4.5 
mm LL -1.5-0.5 to E 
line 
Morar et al 
2011 
198 Urban and 
rural South 
Africans 
8 profile images  Preference 
Gender 
Gender: was 
insignificant  
Preference: larger 
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number of rural 
females, rural males 
and urban 
females demonstrated 
a preference for 
extreme profile 
retrusiveness 
Abu Arqoub 
et al 2011 
454 Jordanians 
random 
population 
 
10 Altered profile 
images LAFH (3 
positions) and 4 
mm change in AP 
(3 positions) 
Gender 
Age 
Education 
Gender: insignificant 
Age: significant 
comparing adult and 
adolescent  
Education: 
significant with dentist 
being more critical 
compared to layperson 
Park et al 
2013 
70 Laypersons 
(Koreans) 
Lips were 
protruded or 
retruded in six 1 
mm increments in 
each direction 
Age 
Gender 
Age: significant, the 
older preferred more 
retrusive lips 
Gender: insignificant 
Chong et al 
2014 
251 Layperson 
and dentists 
Images were 
manipulated in 
0.5-1 mm 
increment to the E 
line  
Race 
(Chinese and 
White 
Caucasians) 
Race: Significant, The 
Chinese judges prefer 
a more retrusive 
profile and are more 
likely to rate a 
protrusive 
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 Table 1. Evidence Table 
THE AIMS OF THE STUDY 
1. To determine the soft tissue profile preference of layperson among seven locations around the globe, 
particularly, United States, Japan, South Africa, Lebanon, , Switzerland, Saudi Arabia and Turkey, by 
modifying the lip position and nose tip prominence and position. 
profile as 
unacceptable, 
compared with the 
White judges 
Pithon et al 
2014 
100 Laypersons 
Brazilians  
7 silhouettes and 7 
images  
Preference 
Race (White 
and Black) 
Race, age and gender 
and education: 
insignificant 
Preference: -2 mm 
from E-line was the 
most attractive, with a 
deviation of +6 mm 
was considered the 
least attractive 
Pearson et al 
2004 
42 Laypersons 
and Rhinoplasty 
patients 
15 images 
changing the 
dorsal scoop to 
dorsal hump, over 
rotation to under 
rotation of the tip 
of the nose, and 
under projection 
to over projection 
Rhinoplasty 
patients’ vs 
laypersons 
No difference in 
preference between 
rhinoplasty patients 
and public 
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2. To evaluate the correlation of profile preference to evaluator’s race, age, gender, and socioeconomic status. 
STATEMENT OF THE NULL HYPOTHESIS 
There is no significant difference in profile preference of layperson among the different locations. Race, age, 
gender, educational background and income status do not significantly affect the preference. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
RESEARCH DESIGN: 
A. Subject: a profile image of a patient with the particular criteria stated below was selected from the 
Orthodontic Department at Boston University School of Dental Medicine database. The inclusion criteria 
were as follows: 
1. Adult between the age of 18-35 
2. Class I skeletal 
3. Class I molar 
4. Class I canine 
5. Cephalometric measurement within one standard deviation from the norm for Caucasians. 
6. No history of prior orthodontic treatment 
7. No history of prior treatment with orthognathic or facial surgery 
The subject was identified as 28-year-old Hispanic female, subject consent was obtained to use her 
profile for the study, only the primary investigator identified the subject, subject identity and original 
profile was not disclosed neither to the investigators nor to the participants during the study and afterwards 
when writing the manuscript. As shown in below, the profile had soft tissue values of NLA of 95, UL to 
S-line -2.2, LL to S-line 0.3, UL to E-line -5.9, and LL to E-line -1.7. Selected from the average norm of 
the patient's racial group, subject had soft tissue values within one standard deviation from Hispanic, 
Caucasian and Asian norms and within two standard deviation from the blacks’ norms. 
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B. Collaborators:  
 The study was conducted in collaboration with the following centers: 
• Boston University, Boston, MA, USA 
• Nippon University, Tokyo, Japan 
• University of Zűrich, Zűrich, Switzerland 
• Saint Joseph University, Beirut, Lebanon 
• Military Hospital of Pretoria, Pretoria, South Africa 
• King Abdul Aziz University, Jeddah, Saudi Arabia 
• Istanbul University, Istanbul, Turkey 
C. Evaluators:  
 Lay people were recruited at random to voluntarily participate in the study, and consent was 
obtained.  Participation was offered in 7 locations: 
• Boston, MA, USA 
• Tokyo, Japan 
• Zűrich, Switzerland 
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• Pretoria, South Africa 
• Beirut, Lebanon 
• Jeddah, Saudi Arabia 
• Istanbul, Turkey 
The inclusion criteria for evaluators was: 
1.  Adults at or above the age of 18 
2.  No history of training in the dental field 
3.  No history of training in art sciences 
4.  No history of orthodontic treatment 
5.  No work history in the dental field 
6.  Have lived in their current country 2/3 of their life or more. 
Anyone who had previously participated in a similar study was excluded. 
D. Sample:  
 A power analysis was completed using one way ANOVA to compare means among 
groups in a previous study by Nomura et al. 2009 with similar aims[6]. The sample 
size determined was 40 subjects per site at power of 80% with α of (0.05). 
E. Income and Poverty level: 
 The Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and poverty level was taken into consideration for the five 
different locations since it could impact the preference of profile if participants are below or above 
the average Per capita income: [19][20][21] 
• Boston: GDP Per capita $76,204 
• Japan: GDP Per capita ¥ 4,824,653 ($43,664) 
• Zurich: GDP Per capita CHF 56,963 ($56666) 
• Pretoria: GDP Per capita 234,896 RS ($16696) 
• Beirut: GDP Per capita 27,917,425 LL ($18,500) 
• Jeddah: GDP Per capita 80,445 SR ($21,452) 
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• Istanbul: GDP Per capita 131,076 TL ($24,867) 
§ Participants were asked about their average annual income as follow:  
• Less than $10,000 
• $10,000-$50,000 
• $50,000-$100,000 
• Above $100,00 
Proportions was made to match income bracket for each income selection and then exchange 
to the country's currency to be comparable. 
F. Silhouettes: 
 For the subject selected, profile photos were taken at natural head position using Canon 
Powershot G16 (Canon Optical Products Company Inc. Tokyo, Japan). A black silhouette was 
extracted from a profile photograph on a white background using Adobe Illustrator (Copyright © 
2016 Adobe Systems, 345 Park Avenue, San Jose, California 95110-2704).  Selected from the 
average norm of the patient's racial group, subject had soft tissue values within one standard 
deviation from Hispanic, Caucasian and Asian norms and within two standard deviation from the 
Blacks norms. 
 The original silhouette was modified using Dolphin Imaging & Management Solutions (© 
Patterson Dental Supply Inc. Dolphin Imaging & Management Solutions 9200 Eton Ave. 
Chatsworth, CA 91311 U.S.A.). Forty-five (45) silhouettes was created by modifying the lip 
position and nose tip prominence and position relative to the true vertical from the original profile. 
 The upper and lower lips were moved in increments of 1 mm anterior and posterior to their 
original position creating a total of five lip positions. The position of the nasal tip was modified as 
well in 1 mm increments anteroposteriorly and vertically creating a total of three positions, 
anteroposteriorly and 3 positions vertically with the original position being in the middle. Changes 
in nasiolabial angle and linear measurements were cephalometrically traced. Cephalometric points 
were, nasal bridge, pronasale, subnasale, labrale superius, Labrale inferius, lip, stomium and soft 
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tissue pogonion, liner measurements were the E-line and S-line, Angular measurement were the 
Nasolabial Angle. 
 The silhouettes then were printed on glossy papers and gathered in C2S cover 8.5 x 11 / 
Standard Print (Precut Size) / Simplex in natural size and were gathered in Black Hole Punch Binder 
(STAPLES) for more practical accessibility to participants since participant were offered to 
participate in the study in general public areas like coffee shops, waiting areas and public spaces. 
Five random silhouettes were repeated as the last five silhouettes to test reliability, adding up to total 
of (50) silhouettes. 
 Chin and forehead modifications were not considered in this study due to several reasons.  First, 
the large number of possible combinations that would have resulted from changes in lips, nose, chin, 
and forehead would have made surveying the layperson impractical. Second, it would have been 
harder to isolate the effects of changes in a single parameter without a much larger sample size since 
40 participants were required in each location to achieve power of 80% with α of (0.05). 
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G. Survey procedure:  
 Ethical Committee and The Institutional Review Board (IRB) approvals were obtained in each 
location separately due to difference in individual institutional requirements. Boston University IRB 
Number: H-36414, Swiss Ethics Committees Approval 2018-00088, South African National Health 
Research Ethics Council (NHREC)  REC-111208-019-RA, Nippon Dental University NDUT2017-29 
and İstanbul University Research Ethics Committee Approval Number: 339. Lebanon and Saudi Arabia 
no request for approval was needed. 
Survey package was translated from English to French, German, Japanese and Arabic by certified 
medical practitioners. Participants were recruited by the investigators in the approved local sites until the 
target sample size was achieved. Consent was obtained from all subjects to voluntarily participate in the 
study. No compensation was offered. A participant Identification Number (ID) was assigned for each 
participant. Protected Health Information (PHI) was not collected from participants, only demographic 
information including race, age, gender, educational background and income status were obtained from 
participants through questioning to determine association with profile preference.  
Subjects was asked to rate the (50) profiles silhouettes on Likert scale of (1-5) based on 
desirability, as follow: (1) Very undesirable, (2) Undesirable (3) Neutral (4) Desirable  (5) Very 
desirable.[22] 
Participants were given unlimited time to complete the survey. Once completed, participation was 
entered in MS Excel data sheet (Office 365, Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, WA). Data was collected 
and stored in password a protected file that could be accessed only by the primary investigator. 
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS: 
 SAS Software Version 9.4 (SAS Institute Inc. Cary, NC) was used to conduct the statistical 
analysis. ANOVA and Tukey Studentized Range Test were used to test difference in rating of the 
images. Linear and logistic regression were used to test the association between outcome and variables. 
Significance level was set at p-value of 0.05. 
 Upon initial analysis and to facilitate the interpretation of the results, the raters were regrouped by 
age to (18-35, 36+), by race to (Black, white, Asian/others), by education to (High school, College or 
University) and by income to ($50,000 or less, More than $50,000).  An effective sample size analysis 
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was performed with the new regrouping, the ANOVA test showed that there was significant difference 
among the groups with power of 99% at α of (0.05). 
 Upon correlation analysis and evaluating the layperson rating of the profiles in individual location 
and across locations, thirty-two of the silhouettes had correlation coefficient of 0.50 or higher which is 
indicative of moderate to strong correlation. Due to the size of the dataset and to facilitate the 
interpretation, data reduction model was performed where we elected to include only those profile 
silhouettes with weak to no correlation in rating in individual location and across locations. [23] 
 There were initial 45 different combinations of silhouettes with 1 mm changes of both lips in 
anterior posterior direction and nose in both vertical and sagittal directions. Changes of 1 mm in lip 
position in the sagittal direction were excluded due to clinical insignificance in rating in individual 
location and among locations, only 2 mm changes were considered since the test or correlation had a 
value of <0.60 indicating clinical significance. 
Final number of silhouettes were 13:  
1) Original Lip, Nose A 0, Nose V 0  
2) Original Lip, Nose A +1, Nose V +1  
3) Original Lip, Nose A +1, Nose V-1  
4) Original Lip, Nose A -1, Nose V +1  
5) Original Lip, Nose A -1, Nose V -1  
6) Lip +2, Nose A +1, Nose V +1 
7) Lip +2, Nose A +1, Nose V-1  
8) Lip +2, Nose A -1, Nose V +1  
9) Lip +2, Nose A -1, Nose V -1  
10) Lip -2, Nose A +1, Nose V +1  
11) Lip -2, Nose A +1, Nose V-1  
12) Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V +1  
13) Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V -1 
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RESULTS 
A. SAMPLE DEMOGRAPHICS: 
As shown in Table 2, Total sample size was 535 participants, divided between Boston, 
USA (n=99), Zurich, Switzerland (n=50), Beirut, Lebanon (n=40), Pretoria, South Africa 
(n=183), Tokyo, Japan (n=40), Jeddah, Saudi Arabia (n=70) and Istanbul, Turkey (n=53). Gender 
distribution (%) was as follows: Boston (51/49), Zurich (36/64), Beirut (32.5/67.5), Pretoria 
(41/59), Tokyo (52/48), Jeddah (51/49) and Istanbul (47/53). 
Age distribution between those who are 18-35 to those who are at least 36 years of age 
was as follows: Boston (63/37), Zurich (42/58), Beirut (22.5/77.5), Pretoria (31/69), Tokyo 
(44/56), Jeddah (67/33) and Istanbul (47/53). Race distribution between Blacks, Whites, Asians 
and others was as follow, Boston (29/32/39), Zurich (0/96/4), Beirut (0/95/5), Pretoria (58/27/15), 
Tokyo (0/0/100 (Japanese)), Jeddah (0/99/1) and Istanbul (0/100/0). 
Education distribution between High School or less to College and above was as follow, 
Boston (20/80), Zurich (42/58), Beirut (25/75), Pretoria (35/65), Tokyo (7/93), Jeddah (41/59) 
and Istanbul (45/55). And income distribution between those who have income of $50,000 or less 
and those of income of more than $50,000 or it’s comparable values in each location, Boston 
(54/46), Zurich (46/54), Beirut (90/10), Pretoria (90/10), Tokyo (59/41). Jeddah (87/13) and 
Istanbul (94/6). 
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Demographics 
 
Boston
, 
United 
States    
% 
(n=99) 
Zurich, 
Switzerla
nd % 
 
(n=50) 
Beirut, 
Lebano
n      % 
 
(n=40) 
Pretori
a, 
South 
Africa 
%  
 
(n=183) 
Toky
o, 
Japan          
%  
 
(n=40
) 
Jedda
h, 
Saudi 
Arabi
a  
% 
(n=70
)  
 
Istanb
ul, 
Turke
y 
%  
 
(n=53) 
Gender 
    
     
Male 51 36 32.5 41 52 51 47 
Female 49 64 67.5 59 48 49 53 
  
      
 
Age 
      
 
18-35 63 42 22.5 31 44 67 47 
36+ 37 58 77.5 69 56 33 53 
  
      
 
Race 
      
 
Black 29 0 0 58 0 0 0 
White 32 96 95 27 0 99 100 
Asians (including Japanese 
in Japan) and others 
39 4 5 15 100 1 0 
  
      
 
Education 
      
 
High School 20 42 25 35 7 41 45 
College or University and 
above 
80 58 75 65 93 59 55 
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Income 
      
 
Less than 50K 54 46 90 91 59 87 94 
More than 50K 46 54 10 9 41 13 6 
Table 2. Distribution of the Evaluators by Location 
B. INTRARATER RELIABILITY 
Five profiles were used as duplicates to test Intra-rater Reliability. Intraclass Correlation 
Coefficient (ICC) was identified for each lip change from original lip to ±1mm and ± 2mm. 
Profile 46 was duplicate of profile 5 (Original Lip) had ICC of 0.2, Profile 47 was a duplicate of 
profile 14 (Lip +1mm) with ICC of 0.3, Profile 48 was a duplicate of profile 23 (Lip +2mm) 
with ICC of 0.4, Profile 49 was a duplicate of profile 32 (Lip-1mm) with ICC of 0.4 and profile 
50 was a duplicate of profile 41 (Lip -2mm) with ICC of 0.1.  
C. RATING OF PROFILES ACROSS LOCATIONS 
Below we will be listing the thirteen profiles with the significant difference in rating 
between participants across locations and in individual location and how participants reacted to 
them across all locations and between pairs of locations. 
a. Image 1 (Original Lip, Nose A 0, Nose V 0) 
 
As shown in Image 1 and Table 3, This profile had soft tissue values of NLA of 95, UL to S-
line -2.2, LL to S-line 0.3, UL to E-line -5.9, and LL to E-line -1.7. As shown in Table 4 and 
Figures 1 and 14, The difference in rating was statistically significant among all 
participants across locations at p-value of 0.0006. The difference in rating of the profile was 
statistically significant between some pairs of locations, being 0.5 higher in USA than 
Turkey, 0.7 higher in Lebanon than Turkey and 0.6 higher in Lebanon than Saudi Arabia 
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with p-value of 0.05. The profile was desired by participants in USA, Lebanon, and Japan, 
Switzerland and South Africa were neutral, while Turkey and Saudi Arabia didn’t prefer 
the profile. 
 
FIGURE 1. PREFERENCE OF ORIGINAL LIP, NOSE A 0, V 0 
b. Image 5 (Original Lip, Nose A +1, Nose V +1) 
 
As shown in Image 5 and Table 3, This profile had soft tissue values of NLA of 93, UL to S-line 
-2.5, LL to S-line 0.2, UL to E-line -6.3, and LL to E-line -1.9. Table 4 and Figures 2 and 14 show that the 
difference in rating was statistically significant between all participants across locations at p-value of 
<.0001. The difference in rating of the profile was statistically significant between some pairs of locations, 
being 0.7 higher in South Africa than Switzerland, 0.7 higher in USA than Switzerland and 0.7 higher in 
Japan than Switzerland with p-value of 0.05. USA, South Africa and Japan were neutral to this profile, on 
the other hand Switzerland, Lebanon, Saudi Arabia and Turkey did not prefer the profile. 
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FIGURE 2. PREFERENCE OF ORIGINAL LIP, NOSE A +1, V +1 
c. Image 6 (Original Lip, Nose A +1, Nose V-1) 
 
Shown in Image 6 and Table 3, This profile had soft tissue values of NLA of 94.8, UL to S-line -
2.9, LL to S-line 0, UL to E-line -7.1, and LL to E-line -2.3. Table 4 and Figures 3 and 14 illustrate that 
the difference in rating was statistically significant among all participants across locations at p-value of 
0.0003. The difference in rating of the profile was statistically significant between some pairs of locations, 
being 0.6 higher in Saudi Arabia than Turkey, 0.4 higher in South Africa than USA and 0.6 higher in South 
Africa than Turkey with p-value of 0.05. Lebanon, South Africa, Japan and Saudi Arabia preferred the 
profile, Switzerland was neutral, and USA and Turkey did not prefer the profile. 
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  FIGURE 3. PREFERENCE OF ORIGINAL LIP, NOSE A +1, V -1 
d. Image 8 (Original Lip, Nose A -1, Nose V +1) 
 
As shown in Image 8 and Table 3, This profile had soft tissue values of NLA of 96.4, UL to S-
line -1.3, LL to S-line 0.8, UL to E-line -4.3, and LL to E-line -0.8. Table 4 and Figures 4 and 14 illustrate 
that the difference in rating was not statistically significant among all participants across locations with p-
value of >0.05. All locations didn’t prefer the profile. 
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FIGURE 4.  PREFERENCE OF ORIGINAL LIP, NOSE A -1, V +1 
e. Image 9 (Original Lip, Nose A -1, Nose V -1) 
 
As shown in Image 9 and Table 3, This profile had soft tissue values of NLA of 97.3, UL to S-
line -1.9, LL to S-line 0.5, UL to E-line -5.6, and LL to E-line -1.5. Table 4 and Figures 5 and 14 illustrate 
that the difference in rating was statistically significant among all participants across locations at p-value 
of 0.006. The difference in rating of the profile was statistically significant between only one pair of 
locations, being 0.5 higher in Saudi Arabia than Turkey with p-value of 0.05. Saudi Arabia was the only 
that preferred the profile, South Africa was neutral and USA, Switzerland, Lebanon, Japan and Turkey did 
not prefer the profile. 
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FIGURE 5. PREFERENCE OF ORIGINAL LIP, NOSE A -1, V -1 
f. Image 23 (Lip +2, Nose A +1, Nose V +1) 
 
Shown in Image 23 and Table 3, This profile had soft tissue values of NLA of 97.3, UL to S-line 
-1.9, LL to S-line 0.5, UL to E-line -5.6, and LL to E-line -1.5. Table 4 and Figures 6 and 14 illustrate that 
the difference in rating was statistically significant among all participants across locations at p-value of 
<.0001. The difference in rating of the profile was statistically significant between some pairs of locations, 
being 0.7 higher in South Africa than Switzerland, 0.9 higher in South Africa than Saudi Arabia, 0.6 higher 
in USA than Switzerland, 0.9 higher in USA than Saudi Arabia, 0.8 higher in Lebanon than Saudi Arabia 
and 0.7 higher in Turkey than Saudi Arabia at p-value of 0.05. This profile was not preferred by any of the 
locations. 
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FIGURE 6. PREFERENCE OF LIP +2, NOSE A +1, V +1 
g. Image 24 (Lip +2, Nose A +1, Nose V-1) 
 
As shown in Image 24 and Table 3, This profile had soft tissue values of NLA of 97, UL to S-line 
-0.3, LL to S-line 0.5, UL to E-line -3.7, and LL to E-line -1.3. Table 4 and Figures 7 and 14 illustrate that 
the difference in rating was statistically significant among all participants across locations at p-value of 
<.0001. The difference in rating of the profile was statistically significant between some pairs of locations, 
being 0.7 higher in USA than Saudi Arabia, 0.6 higher in South Africa than Saudi Arabia with p-value of 
0.05. This profile was desired by USA and South Africa, Lebanon was neutral, while Switzerland Japan, 
Saudi Arabia and Turkey did not prefer the profile. 
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FIGURE 7. PREFERENCE OF LIP +2, NOSE A +1, V -1 
h. Image 26 (Lip +2, Nose A -1, Nose V +1) 
 
As shown in Image 26 and Table 3, This profile had soft tissue values of NLA of 95, UL to S-line 
0.4, LL to S-line 0.9, UL to E-line -2.3, and LL to E-line -0.5. Table 4 and Figures 8 and 14 illustrate that 
the difference in rating was statistically significant among all participants across locations at p-value of 
<.0001. The difference in rating of the profile was statistically significant between some pairs of locations, 
being 0.9 higher in Switzerland than Saudi Arabia, 1 higher in Switzerland than Japan, 0.8 higher in USA 
than Saudi Arabia, 1 higher in USA than Japan, 0.6 higher in Turkey than Saudi Arabia, and 0.8 higher in 
Turkey than Japan at p-value of 0.05. The Profile was desired by USA and Switzerland, Turkey was neutral, 
Lebanon, South Africa, Japan and Saudi Arabia did not prefer the profile. 
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FIGURE 8. PREFERENCE OF LIP +2, NOSE A -1, V +1 
i. Image 27 (Lip +2, Nose A -1, Nose V -1) 
 
As show in Image 27 and Table 3, This profile had soft tissue values of NLA of 98.7, UL to S-
line -0.1, LL to S-line 0.6, UL to E-line -3.5, and LL to E-line -1.2. Table 4 and Figures 9 and 14 illustrate 
that the difference in rating was statistically significant among all participants across locations at p-value 
of <0.0001. The difference in rating of the profile was statistically significant between some pairs of 
locations, being 0.6 higher in USA than Switzerland, 0.6 higher in USA than Saudi Arabia, 0.8 higher in 
USA than Japan, 0.5 higher in South Africa than Saudi Arabia and 0.7 higher in South Africa than Japan 
at p-value of 0.05. USA and South Africa were neutral and other locations did not prefer the profile. 
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FIGURE 9. PREFERENCE OF LIP +2, NOSE A -1, V -1 
j. Image 41 (Lip -2, Nose A +1, Nose V +1) 
 
As shown in Image 41 and Table 3, This profile had soft tissue values of NLA of 93.7, UL to S-
line -3.7, LL to S-line 0.4, UL to E-line -7.5, and LL to E-line -1.7. Table 4 and Figures 10 and 14 illustrate 
that the difference in rating was statistically significant among all participants across locations at p-value 
of <.0001. The difference in rating of the profile was statistically significant between some pairs of 
locations, being 0.6 higher in USA than Switzerland, 0.7 higher in USA than Japan, 0.7 higher in USA 
than Turkey, 0.5 higher in South Africa than Switzerland and 0.6 higher in Africa than Saudi Arabia at p-
value of 0.05. USA and South Africa were neutral and other locations did not prefer the profile. 
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FIGURE 10. PREFERENCE OF LIP -2, NOSE A +1, V +1 
k. Image 42 (Lip -2, Nose A +1, Nose V-1) 
 
As shown in Image 42 and Table 3, This profile had soft tissue values of NLA of 95.1, UL to S-
line -4, LL to S-line 0.2, UL to E-line -8.2, and LL to E-line -2.1. Table 4 and Figures 11 and 14 illustrates 
that the difference in rating was statistically significant among all participants across locations at p-value 
of 0.0004. The difference in rating of the profile was statistically significant between some pairs of 
locations, being 0.6 higher in USA than Saudi Arabia, 0.5 higher in South Africa than Saudi Arabia at p-
value of 0.05. USA and South Africa were the only that preferred the profile, Switzerland and Lebanon 
were neutral and Japan, Saudi Arabia and Turkey did not prefer the profile. 
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FIGURE 11. PREFERENCE OF LIP -2, NOSE A +1, V -1 
l. Image 44 (Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V +1) 
 
As shown in Image 44 and Table 3, This profile had soft tissue values of NLA of 95, UL to S-line 
-2.9, LL to S-line 0.8, UL to E-line -6, and LL to E-line -0.9. Table 4 and Figures 12 and 14 illustrate that 
the difference in rating was statistically significant among all participants across locations at p-value of 
<.0001. The difference in rating of the profile was statistically significant between some pairs of locations, 
being 0.6 higher in South Africa than Turkey, 0.6 higher in South Africa than Switzerland, 0.8 higher in 
South Africa than Lebanon, 0.8 higher in South Africa than Japan, 0.7 higher in USA than Lebanon, 0.8 
higher in USA than Japan, and 0.9 higher in USA than Saudi Arabia with p-value of 0.05. This profile was 
not preferred by any of the locations. 
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FIGURE 12. PREFERENCE OF LIP -2, NOSE A -1, V +1 
m. Image 45 (Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V -1) 
 
As shown in Image 45 and Table 3, This profile had soft tissue values of NLA of 96.5, UL to S-
line -3.5, LL to S-line 0.5, UL to E-line -7.2, and LL to E-line -1.5. Table 4 and Figures 13 and 14 illustrate 
that the difference in rating was statistically significant among all participants across locations at p-value 
of 0.01. The difference in rating of the profile was not statistically significant between pairs of locations. 
USA, Switzerland, Lebanon and South Africa preferred the profile, Saudi Arabia was neutral, while Japan 
and Turkey did not prefer the profile. 
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(Norms=Hispa
nic 95, 
Caucasians 95, 
African 
American 
96.4, Asian 95 
) 
 
(Norms=Hispa
nic 0, 
Caucasians 0, 
African 
American 0, 
Asian 0  ) 
 
(Norms=Hispa
nic 0, 
Caucasians 0, 
African 
American 0, 
Asian 0 ) 
 
(Norms=Hispa
nic -4, 
Caucasians -
5.3, African 
American 3, 
Asian  -6) 
 
(Norms=Hispa
nic -2, 
Caucasians -2, 
African 
American 5, 
Asian -2 ) 
Original Lip, 
Nose A 0, 
Nose V 0 
95 -2.2 0.3 -5.9 -1.7 
Original Lip, 
Nose A +1, 
Nose V +1 
93 -2.5 0.2 -6.3 -1.9 
Original Lip, 
Nose A +1, 
Nose V-1 
94.8 -2.9 0 -7.1 -2.3 
Original Lip, 
Nose A -1, 
Nose V +1 
96.4 -1.3 0.8 -4.3 -0.8 
Original Lip, 
Nose A -1, 
Nose V -1 
97.3 -1.9 0.5 -5.6 -1.5 
Lip +2, Nose 
A +1, Nose V 
+1 
97.3 -1.9 0.5 -5.6 -1.5 
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Table 3. Soft Tissue Cephalometric Changes for The Profiles 
Lip +2, Nose 
A +1, Nose V-
1 
97 -0.3 0.5 -3.7 -1.3 
Lip +2, Nose 
A -1, Nose V 
+1 
95 0.4 0.9 -2.3 -0.5 
Lip +2, Nose 
A -1, Nose V -
1 
98.7 -0.1 0.6 -3.5 -1.2 
Lip -2, Nose 
A +1, Nose V 
+1 
93.7 -3.7 0.4 -7.5 -1.7 
Lip -2, Nose 
A +1, Nose V-
1 
95.1 -4 0.2 -8.2 -2.1 
Lip -2, Nose 
A -1, Nose V 
+1 
95 -2.9 0.8 -6 -0.9 
Lip -2, Nose 
A -1, Nose V -
1 
96.5 -3.5 0.5 -7.2 -1.5 
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FIGURE 13. PREFERENCE OF LIP -2, NOSE A -1, V -1 
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Profile 
  
Boston, 
USA 
(n=99) 
  
Zurich, 
Switzerland 
(n=50)  
  
Beirut, 
Lebanon 
(n=40)   
  
Pretoria, 
South 
Africa 
(n=183)  
  
Tokyo, 
Japan 
(n=40)  
  
Jeddah, 
Saudi 
Arabia 
(n=70) 
  
Istanbul, 
Turkey 
(n=53) 
P-
value 
Significantly 
different 
among 
 Mean 
(SD) 
    Mean  
    (SD) 
    Mean  
    (SD) 
 
Mean  
(SD) 
 
Mean 
(SD) 
Mean 
(SD) 
Mean 
(SD) 
  
Original 
Lip, 
Nose A 
0, Nose 
V 0 
3.27 
(0.91) 
2.98  
(0.71) 
3.475 
(0.75) 
3.05  
(0.94) 
3.22 
(0.50) 
2.90 
(1.21) 
2.72 
(1.01) 
 
0.0006 Lebanon-
Saudi 
Lebanon-
Turkey 
USA-Turkey 
Original 
Lip, 
Nose A 
+1, 
Nose V 
+1 
3.01 
(0.88) 
2.28  
(0.80) 
2.775 
(0.97) 
3.02  
(0.88) 
3  
(0.67) 
2.80 
(1.21) 
2.66 
(1.11) 
 
<.0001 South 
Africa-
Switzerland 
USA-
Switzerland 
Japan-
Switzerland 
Original 
Lip, 
Nose A 
+1, 
Nose V-
1 
2.72 
(1.04) 
3.02  
(0.82) 
3.125 
(0.88) 
3.16 
 (1.00) 
3.25 
(0.85) 
3.21 
(1.19) 
2.58 
(1.3) 
 
0.0003 Turkey-
Japan 
South 
Africa-USA 
South 
Africa-
Turkey 
Original 
Lip, 
Nose A -
2.71 
(0.96) 
2.8  
(1.04) 
2.4 
(0.67) 
2.90  
(0.90) 
2.66 
(0.73) 
2.66 
(1.23) 
2.79 
(1.15) 
 
0.1 None 
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1, Nose 
V +1 
Original 
Lip, 
Nose A -
1, Nose 
V -1 
2.68 
(1.08) 
2.74  
(0.87) 
2.525 
(0.96) 
2.98  
(1.05) 
2.70 
(0.72) 
3.09 
(1.36) 
2.53 
(1.17) 
 
0.006 Saudi-
Turkey 
Lip +2, 
Nose A 
+1, 
Nose V 
+1 
2.81 
(1.04) 
2.2  
(0.80) 
2.775 
(0.94) 
2.87  
(0.98) 
2.37 
(0.68) 
1.95 
(1.06) 
2.60 
(1.18) 
 
<.0001 South 
Africa-
Switzerland 
South 
Africa-
Turkey 
USA-
Switzerland 
USA-Saudi 
Lebanon-
Saudi 
Turkey-
Saudi 
Lip +2, 
Nose A 
+1, 
Nose V-
1 
3.17 
(0.94) 
2.72  
(1.12) 
2.95 
(0.84) 
3.12  
(0.98) 
2.77 
(0.97) 
2.46 
(1.21) 
2.68 
(1.05) 
 
<.0001 USA-Saudi 
South 
Africa-Saudi 
Lip +2, 
Nose A -
3.15 
(0.91) 
3.22  
(0.86) 
2.8 
(0.82) 
2.89  
(0.97) 
2.18 
(0.87) 
2.36 
(1.07) 
2.96 
(1.13) 
 
<.0001 Switzerland-
Saudi 
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1, Nose 
V +1 
 Switzerland-
Japan 
USA-Saudi 
USA-Japan 
Turkey-
Saudi 
Turkey-
Japan 
South 
Africa-Saudi 
South 
Africa-Japan 
Lip +2, 
Nose A -
1, Nose 
V -1 
3.05 
(1.00) 
2.5  
(1.01) 
2.525 
(0.87) 
2.97  
(1.08) 
2.25 
(0.98) 
2.42 
(1.04) 
2.62 
(1.15) 
 
 
 
<.0001 USA-
Switzerland 
USA-Saudi 
USA-Japan 
South 
Africa-Saudi 
South 
Africa-Japan 
Lip -2, 
Nose A 
+1, 
Nose V 
+1 
3.02 
(0.93) 
2.4  
(0.78) 
2.55 
(0.84) 
2.88  
(0.96) 
2.33 
(0.78) 
2.34 
(1.29) 
2.72 
(1.23) 
 
 
 
<.0001 USA-
Switzerland 
USA-Japan 
USA-Saudi 
South 
Africa-
Switzerland 
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Table 4. Rating of the Profiles Across Locations 
South 
Africa-Saudi 
Lip -2, 
Nose A 
+1, 
Nose V-
1 
3.15 
(0.89) 
2.92 
 (0.98) 
3  
(0.90) 
3.12 
(0.97) 
2.55 
(0.97) 
2.60 
(1.23) 
2.70 
(1.23) 
0.0004 USA-Saudi 
South 
Africa-Saudi 
Lip -2, 
Nose A -
1, Nose 
V +1 
2.81 
(1.02) 
2.3  
(0.97) 
2.1 
(0.90) 
2.88 
(1.07) 
2.03 
(0.89) 
1.94 
(1.17) 
2.32 
(1.09) 
 
 
<.0001 South 
Africa-
Turkey 
South 
Africa-
Switzerland 
South 
Africa-
Lebanon 
South 
Africa-Japan 
South 
Africa-Saudi 
USA-
Lebanon 
USA-Japan 
USA-Saudi 
Lip -2, 
Nose A -
1, Nose 
V -1 
3.18 
(0.73) 
3.34  
(0.91) 
3.1 
(0.74) 
3.20 
(0.90) 
2.70 
(1.03) 
3.04 
(1.28) 
2.83 
(0.98) 
0.01 None 
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FIGURE 14. PROFILE PREFERENCE ACROSS LOCATIONS 
D. RATING OF PROFILE IN INDIVIDUAL LOCATION 
Location 1: Boston, MA, USA 
ANOVA test showed that the rating of the profiles by layperson was significantly different among 
participants in this location at p-value of <.0001. As illustrated in Figure 15, The profiles are listed from 
the most preferred profile to the least preferred: 
Original Lip, Nose A 0, Nose V 0 
Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V -1 
Lip +2, Nose A +1, Nose V-1 
Lip +2, Nose A -1, Nose V +1 
Lip -2, Nose A +1, Nose V-1 
Lip +2, Nose A -1, Nose V -1 
Lip -2, Nose A +1, Nose V +1 
Original Lip, Nose A +1, Nose V +1 
1.5
2
2.5
3
3.5
4
Lip 0, 
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V 0
Lip 0, 
Nose A +1 
V +1
Lip 0, 
Nose A +1 
V-1
Lip 0, 
Nose A -1 
V +1
Lip 0, 
Nose A -1 
V -1
Lip +2, 
Nose A +1 
V +1
Lip +2, 
Nose A +1 
V-1
Lip +2, 
Nose A -1 
V +1
Lip +2, 
Nose A -1 
V -1
Lip -2, 
Nose A +1 
V +1
Lip -2, 
Nose A +1 
V-1
Lip -2, 
Nose A -1 
V +1
Lip -2, 
Nose A -1 
V -1
Profile Preference Across Countries
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Lip +2, Nose A +1, Nose V +1 
Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V +1 
Original Lip, Nose A +1, Nose V-1 
Original Lip, Nose A -1, Nose V +1 
Original Lip, Nose A -1, Nose V -1 
 
FIGURE 15. PROFILE PREFERENCE IN BOSTON, USA 
Table 5 demonstrates the significant difference in rating among pairs of profiles: 
Original Lip, Nose A 0, Nose V 0 was rated 0.45 higher than Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V +1. 
Original Lip, Nose A 0, Nose V 0 was rated 0.45 higher than Lip +2, Nose A +1, Nose V +1. 
Original Lip, Nose A 0, Nose V 0 was rated 0.54 higher than Original Lip, Nose A +1, Nose V-1. 
Original Lip, Nose A 0, Nose V 0 was rated 0.55 higher than Original Lip, Nose A -1, Nose V +1. 
Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V -1 was rated 0.45 higher than Original Lip, Nose A +1, Nose V-1. 
Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V -1 was rated 0.46 higher than Original Lip, Nose A +1, Nose V-1. 
Lip +2, Nose A +1, Nose V-1 was rated 0.44 higher than Original Lip, Nose A +1, Nose V-1. 
Lip +2, Nose A +1, Nose V-1 was rated 0.45 higher than Original Lip, Nose A -1, Nose V +1. 
Lip +2, Nose A -1, Nose V +1 was rated 0.43 higher than Original Lip, Nose A -1, Nose V +1. 
Lip -2, Nose A +1, Nose V-1 was rated 0.43 higher than Original Lip, Nose A -1, Nose V +1. 
Laypersons in Boston preferred original lip and nose with less desirability to changes in nose 
anteroposteriorly unless there was a concomitant change of the lips to follow in both retrusion and 
0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5
Original Lip , Nose A 0, Nose V 0
Original Lip , Nose A +1, Nose V +1
Original Lip , Nose A +1, Nose V-1
Original Lip , Nose A -1, Nose V +1
Original Lip , Nose A -1, Nose V -1
Lip +2, Nose A +1, Nose V +1
Lip +2, Nose A +1, Nose V-1
Lip +2, Nose A -1, Nose V +1
Lip +2, Nose A -1, Nose V -1
Lip -2, Nose A +1, Nose V +1
Lip -2, Nose A +1, Nose V-1
Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V +1
Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V -1
Profile Preference in Boston
Mean SD
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protrusion. For the vertical changes, original and less upturned nose was mostly preferred while upturned 
nose was preferred only when it was small and lips are protrusive. 
Table 5. Tukey Range Test for Profile Rating Comparisons in Boston, US 
Location 2: Zurich, Switzerland  
Profile 
Comparisons 
Difference 
Between 
Means 
Simultaneous 95% 
Confidence 
Limits 
***Indicates 
Sig. at 0.05 
level 
Original Lip, Nose A 0, Nose V 0 - Lip -2, 
Nose A -1, Nose V +1 
0.4545 0.0253 0.8838 *** 
Original Lip, Nose A 0, Nose V 0 - Lip +2, 
Nose A +1, Nose V +1 
0.4545 0.0253 0.8838 *** 
Original Lip, Nose A 0, Nose V 0 - Original 
Lip, Nose A +1, Nose V-1 
0.5455 0.1162 0.9747 *** 
Original Lip, Nose A 0, Nose V 0- Original 
Lip, Nose A -1, Nose V +1 
0.5556 0.1263 0.9848 *** 
Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V -1- Original Lip, 
Nose A +1, Nose V-1 
0.4545 0.0253 0.8838 *** 
Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V -1- Original Lip, 
Nose A +1, Nose V-1 
0.4646 0.0354 0.8939 *** 
Lip +2, Nose A +1, Nose V-1- Original Lip, 
Nose A +1, Nose V-1 
0.4444 0.0152 0.8737 *** 
Lip +2, Nose A +1, Nose V-1- Original Lip, 
Nose A -1, Nose V +1 
0.4545 0.0253 0.8838 *** 
Lip +2, Nose A -1, Nose V +1- Original Lip, 
Nose A -1, Nose V +1 
0.4343 0.0051 0.8636 *** 
Lip -2, Nose A +1, Nose V-1 - Original Lip, 
Nose A -1, Nose V +1 
0.4343 0.0051 0.8636 *** 
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ANOVA test showed that the rating of the profiles by layperson was significantly different among 
participants in this location at p-value of <.0001. As illustrated in Figure 16, The profiles are listed from 
the most preferred to the least preferred: 
Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V -1 
Lip +2, Nose A -1, Nose V +1 
Original Lip, Nose A +1, Nose V-1 
Original Lip, Nose A 0, Nose V 0 
Lip -2, Nose A +1, Nose V-1 
Original Lip, Nose A -1, Nose V +1 
Original Lip, Nose A -1, Nose V -1 
Lip +2, Nose A +1, Nose V-1 
Lip +2, Nose A -1, Nose V -1 
Lip -2, Nose A +1, Nose V +1 
Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V +1 
Original Lip, Nose A +1, Nose V +1 
Lip +2, Nose A +1, Nose V +1 
 
FIGURE 16. PROFILE PREFERENCE IN ZURICH, SWITZERLAND 
Table 6 demonstrates the significant difference in rating among pairs of profiles: 
Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V -1 was rated 0.62 higher than Lip +2, Nose A +1, Nose V-1. 
0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5
Original Lip , Nose A 0, Nose V 0
Original Lip , Nose A +1, Nose V +1
Original Lip , Nose A +1, Nose V-1
Original Lip , Nose A -1, Nose V +1
Original Lip , Nose A -1, Nose V -1
Lip +2, Nose A +1, Nose V +1
Lip +2, Nose A +1, Nose V-1
Lip +2, Nose A -1, Nose V +1
Lip +2, Nose A -1, Nose V -1
Lip -2, Nose A +1, Nose V +1
Lip -2, Nose A +1, Nose V-1
Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V +1
Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V -1
Profile Preference in Zurich
Mean SD
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Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V -1 was rated 0.84 higher than Lip +2, Nose A -1, Nose V -1. 
Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V -1 was rated 0.94 higher than Lip -2, Nose A +1, Nose V +1. 
Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V -1 was rated 1 higher than Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V +1. 
Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V -1 was rated 1 higher than Original Lip, Nose A +1, Nose V +1. 
Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V -1 was rated 1.1 higher than Lip +2, Nose A +1, Nose V +1. 
Lip +2, Nose A -1, Nose V +1 was rated 0.72 higher than Lip +2, Nose A -1, Nose V -1. 
Lip +2, Nose A -1, Nose V +1 was rated 0.82 higher than Lip -2, Nose A +1, Nose V +1. 
Lip +2, Nose A -1, Nose V +1 was rated 0.92 higher than Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V +1. 
Lip +2, Nose A -1, Nose V +1 was rated 0.94 higher than Original Lip, Nose A +1, Nose V +1. 
Lip +2, Nose A -1, Nose V +1 was rated 1 higher than Lip +2, Nose A +1, Nose V +1. 
Original Lip, Nose A +1, Nose V-1 was rated 0.62 higher than Lip -2, Nose A +1, Nose V +1. 
Original Lip, Nose A +1, Nose V-1 was rated 0.72 higher than Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V +1. 
Original Lip, Nose A +1, Nose V-1 was rated 0.74 higher than Original Lip, Nose A +1, Nose V +1. 
Original Lip, Nose A +1, Nose V-1 was rated 0.82 higher than Lip +2, Nose A +1, Nose V +1. 
Original Lip, Nose A 0, Nose V 0 was rated 0.6 higher than Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V +1. 
Original Lip, Nose A 0, Nose V 0 was rated 0.7 higher than Original Lip, Nose A +1, Nose V +1. 
Original Lip, Nose A 0, Nose V 0 was rated 0.8 higher than Lip +2, Nose A +1, Nose V +1. 
Lip -2, Nose A +1, Nose V-1 was rated 0.62 higher than Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V +1. 
Lip -2, Nose A +1, Nose V-1 was rated 0.64 higher than Original Lip, Nose A +1, Nose V +1. 
Lip -2, Nose A +1, Nose V-1 was rated 0.72 higher than Lip +2, Nose A +1, Nose V +1. 
Profile 
Comparisons 
Difference 
Between 
Means 
Simultaneous 
95% Confidence 
Limits 
 *** 
Indicates 
Sig. at 
0.05 level 
Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V -1- Lip +2, Nose A +1, 
Nose V-1 
0.6200 0.0144 1.2256 *** 
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Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V -1- Lip +2, Nose A -1, 
Nose V -1 
0.8400 0.2344 1.4456 *** 
Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V -1- Lip -2, Nose A +1, 
Nose V +1 
0.9400 0.3344 1.5456 *** 
Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V -1- Lip -2, Nose A -1, 
Nose V +1 
1.0400 0.4344 1.6456 *** 
Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V -1- Original Lip, Nose A 
+1, Nose V +1 
1.0600 0.4544 1.6656 *** 
Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V -1- Lip +2, Nose A +1, 
Nose V +1 
1.1400 0.5344 1.7456 *** 
Lip +2, Nose A -1, Nose V +1- Lip +2, Nose A -1, 
Nose V -1 
0.7200 0.1144 1.3256 *** 
Lip +2, Nose A -1, Nose V +1- Lip -2, Nose A +1, 
Nose V +1 
0.8200 0.2144 1.4256 *** 
Lip +2, Nose A -1, Nose V +1- Lip -2, Nose A -1, 
Nose V +1 
0.9200 0.3144 1.5256 *** 
Lip +2, Nose A -1, Nose V +1- Original Lip, Nose A 
+1, Nose V +1 
0.9400 0.3344 1.5456 *** 
Lip +2, Nose A -1, Nose V +1- Lip +2, Nose A +1, 
Nose V +1 
1.0200 0.4144 1.6256 *** 
Original Lip, Nose A +1, Nose V-1 - Lip -2, Nose A 
+1, Nose V +1 
0.6200 0.0144 1.2256 *** 
Original Lip, Nose A +1, Nose V-1 - Lip -2, Nose A 
-1, Nose V +1 
0.7200 0.1144 1.3256 *** 
Original Lip, Nose A +1, Nose V-1 - Original Lip, 
Nose A +1, Nose V +1 
0.7400 0.1344 1.3456 *** 
Original Lip, Nose A +1, Nose V-1 - Lip +2, Nose A 
+1, Nose V +1 
0.8200 0.2144 1.4256 *** 
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Table 6. Tukey Range Test for Profile Rating Comparisons in Zurich, Switzerland 
Laypersons in Zurich, Switzerland preferred more retrusive lips and nose that is smaller and less 
upturned. Changes in nose only, were not desired without changes in the original lip position. 
Location 3: Beirut, Lebanon 
ANOVA test showed that the rating of the profiles by layperson was significantly different among 
participants in this location at p-value of <.0001. As illustrated in Figure 17, the profiles are listed from the 
most preferred to the least preferred: 
Original Lip, Nose A 0, Nose V 0 
Original Lip, Nose A +1, Nose V-1 
Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V -1 
Lip -2, Nose A +1, Nose V-1 
Lip +2, Nose A +1, Nose V-1 
Lip +2, Nose A -1, Nose V +1 
Original Lip, Nose A +1, Nose V +1 
Lip +2, Nose A +1, Nose V +1 
Lip -2, Nose A +1, Nose V +1 
Original Lip, Nose A -1, Nose V -1 
Original Lip, Nose A 0, Nose V 0 - Lip -2, Nose A -
1, Nose V +1 
0.6800 0.0744 1.2856 *** 
Original Lip, Nose A 0, Nose V 0 - Original Lip, 
Nose A +1, Nose V +1 
0.7000 0.0944 1.3056 *** 
Original Lip, Nose A 0, Nose V 0 - Lip +2, Nose A 
+1, Nose V +1 
0.7800 0.1744 1.3856 *** 
Lip -2, Nose A +1, Nose V-1- Lip -2, Nose A -1, 
Nose V +1 
0.6200 0.0144 1.2256 *** 
Lip -2, Nose A +1, Nose V-1- Original Lip, Nose A 
+1, Nose V +1 
0.6400 0.0344 1.2456 *** 
Lip -2, Nose A +1, Nose V-1- Lip +2, Nose A +1, 
Nose V +1 
0.7200 0.1144 1.3256 *** 
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Lip +2, Nose A -1, Nose V -1 
Original Lip, Nose A -1, Nose V +1 
Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V +1 
 
FIGURE 17. PROFILE PREFERENCE IN BEIRUT, LEBANON 
Table 7 demonstrates the significant difference in rating among pairs of profiles: 
Original Lip, Nose A 0, Nose V 0 was rated 0.67 higher than Lip +2, Nose A -1, Nose V +1. 
Original Lip, Nose A 0, Nose V 0 was rated 0.7 higher than Original Lip, Nose A +1, Nose V +1. 
Original Lip, Nose A 0, Nose V 0 was rated 0.7 higher than Lip +2, Nose A +1, Nose V +1. 
Original Lip, Nose A 0, Nose V 0 was rated 0.92 higher than Lip -2, Nose A +1, Nose V +1. 
Original Lip, Nose A 0, Nose V 0 was rated 0.95 higher than Lip +2, Nose A -1, Nose V -1. 
Original Lip, Nose A 0, Nose V 0 was rated 0.95 higher than Original Lip, Nose A -1, Nose V -1. 
Original Lip, Nose A 0, Nose V 0 was rated 1 higher than Original Lip, Nose A -1, Nose V +1. 
Original Lip, Nose A 0, Nose V 0 was rated 1.37 higher than Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V +1. 
Original Lip, Nose A +1, Nose V-1 was rated 0.72 higher than Original Lip, Nose A -1, Nose V +1. 
Original Lip, Nose A +1, Nose V-1 was rated 1 higher than Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V +1 
Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V -1 was rated 0.7 higher than Original Lip, Nose A -1, Nose V +1. 
Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V -1 was rated 1 higher than Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V +1. 
Lip -2, Nose A +1, Nose V-1 was rated 0.9 higher than Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V +1. 
Lip +2, Nose A +1, Nose V-1 was rated 0.85 higher than Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V +1. 
0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5
Original Lip , Nose A 0, Nose V 0
Original Lip , Nose A +1, Nose V +1
Original Lip , Nose A +1, Nose V-1
Original Lip , Nose A -1, Nose V +1
Original Lip , Nose A -1, Nose V -1
Lip +2, Nose A +1, Nose V +1
Lip +2, Nose A +1, Nose V-1
Lip +2, Nose A -1, Nose V +1
Lip +2, Nose A -1, Nose V -1
Lip -2, Nose A +1, Nose V +1
Lip -2, Nose A +1, Nose V-1
Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V +1
Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V -1
Profile Preference in Beirut
Mean SD
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Lip +2, Nose A -1, Nose V +1 was rated 0.67 lower than Original Lip, Nose A 0, Nose V 0. 
Lip +2, Nose A -1, Nose V +1 was rated 0.7 higher than Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V +1. 
Original Lip, Nose A +1, Nose V +1 was rated 0.67 higher than Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V +1. 
Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V +1 was rated 0.67 lower than Lip +2, Nose A +1, Nose V +1. 
Laypersons in Beirut, Lebanon preferred original lip and nose, with less preference to changes in 
nose in any direction especially retrusive lips and up turned nose. 
Profile 
Comparisons 
Difference 
Between 
Means 
Simultaneous 95% 
Confidence 
Limits 
***Indicates 
Sig. at 0.05 
level  
Original Lip, Nose A 0, Nose V 0 - Lip 
+2, Nose A -1, Nose V +1 
0.6750 0.0346 1.3154 *** 
Original Lip, Nose A 0, Nose V 0 - 
Original Lip, Nose A +1, Nose V +1 
0.7000 0.0596 1.3404 *** 
Original Lip, Nose A 0, Nose V 0 - Lip 
+2, Nose A +1, Nose V +1 
0.7000 0.0596 1.3404 *** 
Original Lip, Nose A 0, Nose V 0 - Lip -
2, Nose A +1, Nose V +1 
0.9250 0.2846 1.5654 *** 
Original Lip, Nose A 0, Nose V 0- Lip 
+2, Nose A -1, Nose V -1 
0.9500 0.3096 1.5904 *** 
Original Lip, Nose A 0, Nose V 0 - 
Original Lip, Nose A -1, Nose V -1 
0.9500 0.3096 1.5904 *** 
Original Lip, Nose A 0, Nose V 0 - 
Original Lip, Nose A -1, Nose V +1 
1.0750 0.4346 1.7154 *** 
Original Lip, Nose A 0, Nose V 0 - Lip -
2, Nose A -1, Nose V +1 
1.3750 0.7346 2.0154 *** 
Original Lip, Nose A +1, Nose V-1- 
Original Lip, Nose A -1, Nose V +1 
0.7250 0.0846 1.3654 *** 
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Original Lip, Nose A +1, Nose V-1 - Lip 
-2, Nose A -1, Nose V +1 
1.0250 0.3846 1.6654 *** 
Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V -1- Original 
Lip, Nose A -1, Nose V +1 
0.7000 0.0596 1.3404 *** 
Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V -1- Lip -2, 
Nose A -1, Nose V +1 
1.0000 0.3596 1.6404 *** 
Lip -2, Nose A +1, Nose V-1- Lip -2, 
Nose A -1, Nose V +1 
0.9000 0.2596 1.5404 *** 
Lip +2, Nose A +1, Nose V-1- Lip -2, 
Nose A -1, Nose V +1 
0.8500 0.2096 1.4904 *** 
Lip +2, Nose A -1, Nose V +1- Original 
Lip, Nose A 0, Nose V 0 
-0.6750 -1.3154 -0.0346 *** 
Lip +2, Nose A -1, Nose V +1- Lip -2, 
Nose A -1, Nose V +1 
0.7000 0.0596 1.3404 *** 
Original Lip, Nose A +1, Nose V +1- Lip 
-2, Nose A -1, Nose V +1 
0.6750 0.0346 1.3154 *** 
Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V +1- Lip +2, 
Nose A +1, Nose V +1 
-0.6750 -1.3154 -0.0346 *** 
Table 7. Tukey Range Test for Profile Rating Comparisons in Beirut, Lebanon 
Location 4: Pretoria, South Africa 
ANOVA test showed that the rating of the profiles by layperson was significantly different among 
participants in this location at p-value of 0.002. As illustrated in Figure 18, The profiles are listed from the 
most preferred to the least preferred: 
Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V -1 
Original Lip, Nose A +1, Nose V-1 
Lip -2, Nose A +1, Nose V-1 
Lip +2, Nose A +1, Nose V-1 
Original Lip, Nose A 0, Nose V 0 
Original Lip, Nose A +1, Nose V +1 
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Original Lip, Nose A -1, Nose V -1 
Lip +2, Nose A -1, Nose V -1 
Original Lip, Nose A -1, Nose V +1 
Lip +2, Nose A -1, Nose V +1 
Lip -2, Nose A +1, Nose V +1 
Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V +1 
Lip +2, Nose A +1, Nose V +1 
Laypersons in Pretoria, South Africa preferred more retrusive lip and nose with less desirability 
to smaller nose when the lips are protrusive. There was no significant difference among pairs of profiles. 
 
FIGURE 18. PROFILE PREFERENCE IN PRETORIA, SOUTH AFRICA 
Location 5: Tokyo, Japan 
ANOVA test showed that the rating of the profiles by layperson was significantly different among 
participants in this location at p-value of <.0001. As illustrated in Figure 19, The profiles are listed from 
the most preferred to the least preferred: 
Original Lip, Nose A +1, Nose V-1 
Original Lip, Nose A 0, Nose V 0 
Original Lip, Nose A +1, Nose V +1 
Lip +2, Nose A +1, Nose V-1 
Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V -1 
0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5
Original Lip , Nose A 0, Nose V 0
Original Lip , Nose A +1, Nose V +1
Original Lip , Nose A +1, Nose V-1
Original Lip , Nose A -1, Nose V +1
Original Lip , Nose A -1, Nose V -1
Lip +2, Nose A +1, Nose V +1
Lip +2, Nose A +1, Nose V-1
Lip +2, Nose A -1, Nose V +1
Lip +2, Nose A -1, Nose V -1
Lip -2, Nose A +1, Nose V +1
Lip -2, Nose A +1, Nose V-1
Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V +1
Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V -1
Profile Preference in Pretoria
Mean SD
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Original Lip, Nose A -1, Nose V -1 
Original Lip, Nose A -1, Nose V +1 
Lip -2, Nose A +1, Nose V-1 
Lip +2, Nose A +1, Nose V +1 
Lip -2, Nose A +1, Nose V +1 
Lip +2, Nose A -1, Nose V -1 
Lip +2, Nose A -1, Nose V +1 
Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V +1 
 
FIGURE 19. PROFILE PREFERENCE IN TOKYO, JAPAN 
Table 8 demonstrates the significant difference in rating among pairs of profiles: 
Original Lip, Nose A +1, Nose V-1 was rated 0.9 higher than Lip +2, Nose A +1, Nose V +1. 
Original Lip, Nose A +1, Nose V-1 was rated 0.92 higher than Lip -2, Nose A +1, Nose V +1. 
Original Lip, Nose A +1, Nose V-1 was rated 1 higher than Lip +2, Nose A -1, Nose V -1. 
Original Lip, Nose A +1, Nose V-1 was rated 1 higher than Lip +2, Nose A -1, Nose V +1. 
Original Lip, Nose A +1, Nose V-1 was rated 1.2 higher than Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V +1. 
Original Lip, Nose A 0, Nose V 0 was rated 0.85 higher than Lip +2, Nose A +1, Nose V +1. 
Original Lip, Nose A 0, Nose V 0 was rated 0.88 higher than Lip -2, Nose A +1, Nose V +1. 
Original Lip, Nose A 0, Nose V 0 was rated 0.96 higher than Lip +2, Nose A -1, Nose V -1. 
Original Lip, Nose A 0, Nose V 0 was rated 1 higher than Lip +2, Nose A -1, Nose V +1. 
0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5
Original Lip , Nose A 0, Nose V 0
Original Lip , Nose A +1, Nose V +1
Original Lip , Nose A +1, Nose V-1
Original Lip , Nose A -1, Nose V +1
Original Lip , Nose A -1, Nose V -1
Lip +2, Nose A +1, Nose V +1
Lip +2, Nose A +1, Nose V-1
Lip +2, Nose A -1, Nose V +1
Lip +2, Nose A -1, Nose V -1
Lip -2, Nose A +1, Nose V +1
Lip -2, Nose A +1, Nose V-1
Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V +1
Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V -1
Profile Preference in Tokyo
Mean SD
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Original Lip, Nose A 0, Nose V 0 was rated 1.2 higher than Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V +1. 
Lip +2, Nose A -1, Nose V +1 was rated 0.8 lower than Original Lip, Nose A +1, Nose V +1. 
Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V +1 was rated 0.96 lower than Original Lip, Nose A +1, Nose V +1. 
Laypersons in Tokyo, Japan preferred original lip with protrusive nose that is less upturned with 
less desirability to lip protrusion. 
Profile 
Comparisons 
Difference 
Between 
Means 
Simultaneous 95% 
Confidence 
Limits 
***Indicates 
Sig. at 0.05 
level  
Original Lip, Nose A +1, Nose V-1- Lip +2, 
Nose A +1, Nose V +1 
0.8889 0.1285 1.6493 *** 
Original Lip, Nose A +1, Nose V-1- Lip -2, 
Nose A +1, Nose V +1 
0.9259 0.1655 1.6863 *** 
Original Lip, Nose A +1, Nose V-1 - Lip +2, 
Nose A -1, Nose V -1 
1.0000 0.2396 1.7604 *** 
Original Lip, Nose A +1, Nose V-1 - Lip +2, 
Nose A -1, Nose V +1 
1.0741 0.3137 1.8345 *** 
Original Lip, Nose A +1, Nose V-1 - Lip -2, 
Nose A -1, Nose V +1 
1.2222 0.4618 1.9826 *** 
Original Lip, Nose A 0, Nose V 0 - Lip +2, 
Nose A +1, Nose V +1 
0.8519 0.0915 1.6122 *** 
Original Lip, Nose A 0, Nose V 0 - Lip -2, 
Nose A +1, Nose V +1 
0.8889 0.1285 1.6493 *** 
Original Lip, Nose A 0, Nose V 0 - Lip +2, 
Nose A -1, Nose V -1 
0.9630 0.2026 1.7234 *** 
Original Lip, Nose A 0, Nose V 0 - Lip +2, 
Nose A -1, Nose V +1 
1.0370 0.2766 1.7974 *** 
Original Lip, Nose A 0, Nose V 0 - Lip -2, 
Nose A -1, Nose V +1 
1.1852 0.4248 1.9456 *** 
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Lip +2, Nose A -1, Nose V +1- Original Lip, 
Nose A +1, Nose V +1 
-0.8148 -1.5752 -0.0544 *** 
Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V +1- Original Lip, 
Nose A +1, Nose V +1 
-0.9630 -1.7234 -0.2026 *** 
Table 8. Tukey Range Test for Profile Rating Comparisons in Tokyo, Japan 
Location 6: Jeddah, Saudi Arabia 
ANOVA test showed that the rating of the profiles by layperson was significantly different among 
participants in this location at p-value of <.0001. As illustrated in Figure 20, The profiles are listed from 
the most preferred to the least preferred: 
Original Lip, Nose A +1, Nose V-1 
Original Lip, Nose A -1, Nose V -1 
Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V -1 
Original Lip, Nose A 0, Nose V 0 
Original Lip, Nose A +1, Nose V +1 
Original Lip, Nose A -1, Nose V +1 
Lip -2, Nose A +1, Nose V-1 
Lip +2, Nose A +1, Nose V-1 
Lip +2, Nose A -1, Nose V -1 
Lip +2, Nose A -1, Nose V +1 
Lip -2, Nose A +1, Nose V +1 
Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V +1 
Lip +2, Nose A +1, Nose V +1 
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FIGURE 20. PROFILE PREFERENCE IN JEDDAH, SAUDI ARABIA 
Table 9 demonstrates the significant difference in rating among pairs of profiles: 
Original Lip, Nose A +1, Nose V-1 was rated 0.84 higher than Lip +2, Nose A -1, Nose V +1. 
Original Lip, Nose A +1, Nose V-1 was rated 1.2 higher than Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V -1. 
Original Lip, Nose A +1, Nose V-1 was rated 1.25 higher than Lip +2, Nose A +1, Nose V +1. 
Original Lip, Nose A +1, Nose V-1 was rated 1.26 higher than Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V +1. 
Original Lip, Nose A -1, Nose V -1 was rated 1 higher than Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V -1. 
Original Lip, Nose A -1, Nose V -1 was rated 1 higher than Lip +2, Nose A +1, Nose V +1. 
Original Lip, Nose A -1, Nose V -1 was rated 1 higher than Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V +1 Original Lip, 
Nose A 0, Nose V 0 was rated 0.9 higher than Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V -1  
Original Lip, Nose A 0, Nose V 0 was rated 0.9 higher than Lip +2, Nose A +1, Nose V +1. 
Original Lip, Nose A 0, Nose V 0 was rated 0.95 higher than Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V +1. 
Original Lip, Nose A +1, Nose V +1 was rated 0.84 higher than Lip +2, Nose A +1, Nose V +1. 
Original Lip, Nose A +1, Nose V +1 was rated 0.85 higher than Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V +1. 
Laypersons in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia preferred original lip with protrusive nose that is less 
upturned with less desirability to lip and nose protrusion. 
0 1 2 3 4 5
Original Lip , Nose A 0, Nose V 0
Original Lip , Nose A +1, Nose V +1
Original Lip , Nose A +1, Nose V-1
Original Lip , Nose A -1, Nose V +1
Original Lip , Nose A -1, Nose V -1
Lip +2, Nose A +1, Nose V +1
Lip +2, Nose A +1, Nose V-1
Lip +2, Nose A -1, Nose V +1
Lip +2, Nose A -1, Nose V -1
Lip -2, Nose A +1, Nose V +1
Lip -2, Nose A +1, Nose V-1
Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V +1
Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V -1
Profile Preference in Jeddah
Mean SD
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Table 9. Tukey Range Test for Profile Rating Comparisons in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia 
Location 7: Istanbul, Turkey 
Profile 
Comparisons 
Difference 
Between 
Means 
Simultaneous 95% 
Confidence 
Limits 
***Indicates 
Sig. at 0.05 
level  
Original Lip, Nose A +1, Nose V-1 - 
Lip +2, Nose A -1, Nose V +1 
0.8451 0.0346 1.6556 *** 
Original Lip, Nose A +1, Nose V-1 - 
Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V -1 
1.2113 0.4008 2.0218 *** 
Original Lip, Nose A +1, Nose V-1 - 
Lip +2, Nose A +1, Nose V +1 
1.2535 0.4430 2.0640 *** 
Original Lip, Nose A +1, Nose V-1 - 
Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V +1 
1.2676 0.4571 2.0781 *** 
Original Lip, Nose A -1, Nose V -1 - 
Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V -1 
1.0986 0.2881 1.9091 *** 
Original Lip, Nose A -1, Nose V -1 - 
Lip +2, Nose A +1, Nose V +1 
1.1408 0.3303 1.9514 *** 
Original Lip, Nose A -1, Nose V -1 - 
Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V +1 
1.1549 0.3444 1.9654 *** 
Original Lip, Nose A 0, Nose V 0  - 
Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V -1 
0.9014 0.0909 1.7119 *** 
Original Lip, Nose A 0, Nose V 0  - 
Lip +2, Nose A +1, Nose V +1 
0.9437 0.1331 1.7542 *** 
Original Lip, Nose A 0, Nose V 0 - 
Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V +1 
0.9577 0.1472 1.7683 *** 
Original Lip, Nose A +1, Nose V +1 
- Lip +2, Nose A +1, Nose V +1 
0.8451 0.0346 1.6556 *** 
Original Lip, Nose A +1, Nose V +1 
- Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V +1 
0.8592 0.0486 1.6697 *** 
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ANOVA test showed that the rating of the profiles by layperson was significantly different among 
participants in this location at p-value of 0.003. As illustrated in Figure 21, The profiles are listed from the 
most preferred to the least preferred: 
Lip +2, Nose A -1, Nose V +1 
Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V -1 
Original Lip, Nose A -1, Nose V +1 
Original Lip, Nose A 0, Nose V 0 
Lip -2, Nose A +1, Nose V +1 
Lip -2, Nose A +1, Nose V-1 
Lip +2, Nose A +1, Nose V-1 
Original Lip, Nose A +1, Nose V +1 
Lip +2, Nose A -1, Nose V -1 
Lip +2, Nose A +1, Nose V +1 
Original Lip, Nose A +1, Nose V-1 
Original Lip, Nose A -1, Nose V -1 
Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V +1 
 
 
FIGURE 21. PROFILE PREFERENCE IN ISTANBUL, TURKEY 
Table 10 demonstrates the significant difference in rating among pairs of profiles: 
0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5
Original Lip , Nose A 0, Nose V 0
Original Lip , Nose A +1, Nose V +1
Original Lip , Nose A +1, Nose V-1
Original Lip , Nose A -1, Nose V +1
Original Lip , Nose A -1, Nose V -1
Lip +2, Nose A +1, Nose V +1
Lip +2, Nose A +1, Nose V-1
Lip +2, Nose A -1, Nose V +1
Lip +2, Nose A -1, Nose V -1
Lip -2, Nose A +1, Nose V +1
Lip -2, Nose A +1, Nose V-1
Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V +1
Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V -1
Profile Preference in Istanbul
Mean SD
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Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V -1 was rated 0.96 lower than Lip +2, Nose A -1, Nose V +1. 
Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V -1 was rated 0.8 lower than Original Lip, Nose A -1, Nose V +1. 
Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V -1 was rated 0.7 lower than Lip -2, Nose A +1, Nose V +1. 
Laypersons in Istanbul, Turkey preferred protrusive lips with small nose that is upturned with less 
desirability to retrusive lips and nose that is small and less upturned. 
Profile 
Comparisons 
Difference 
Between 
Means 
Simultaneous 95% 
Confidence 
Limits 
***Indicates 
Sig. at 0.05 
level  
Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V -1 - Lip 
+2, Nose A -1, Nose V +1 -0.9623 -1.6629 -0.2616 *** 
Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V -1 - 
Original Lip, Nose A -1, Nose V +1 -0.7925 -1.4931 -0.0918 *** 
Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V -1 - Lip -2, 
Nose A +1, Nose V +1 -0.717 -1.4176 -0.0163 *** 
Table 10. Tukey Range Test for Profile Rating Comparisons in Istanbul, Turkey 
E. MULTIVARIATE REGRESSION ANALYSIS 
Table 11 represents the multivariate association with profile preference, 6% of the 
variability of the profile rating was explained by the regression model controlling for 
covariates. 13 subjects were excluded from the regression model due to missing information 
regarding income. 
(1) Profile 
The preference of Profile 5 was 0.2 significantly less than Profile 1. 
The preference of Profile 8 was 0.3 significantly less than Profile 1. 
The preference of Profile 9 was 0.2 significantly less than Profile 1. 
The preference of Profile 23 was 0.4 significantly less than Profile 1. 
The preference of Profile 24 was 0.1 significantly less than Profile 1. 
The preference of Profile 26 was 0.2 significantly less than Profile 1. 
The preference of Profile 27 was 0.3 significantly less than Profile 1. 
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The preference of Profile 41 was 0.3 significantly less than Profile 1. 
The preference of Profile 44 was 0.5 significantly less than Profile 1. 
And the preference of Profile 45 was 0.2 significantly less than Profile 
1. 
(2) Location 
Laypersons in Switzerland rated profiles 0.2 significantly less than the USA. 
Laypersons in Lebanon rated profiles 0.2 significantly less than the USA. 
Laypersons in Japan rated profiles 0.3 significantly less than the USA. 
Laypersons in Saudi Arabia rated profiles 0.5 significantly less than the USA. 
And laypersons in Turkey rated profiles 0.4 significantly less than the USA. 
(3) Gender 
Females rated profiles 0.1 significantly less than males. 
(4) Age 
Laypersons 36-year-old and older rated profiles 0.04 less than those who are 
18-35-year-old, which was statistically insignificant. 
(5) Race 
Blacks rated profiles 0.1 significantly higher than Whites. 
Asians including Japanese in Japan and others rated profiles 0.06 less than 
Whites which was statistically insignificant. 
Explaining 3% of the variability, Blacks in the USA, South Africa and Saudi 
Arabia were not significantly different in profile rating. 
Whites in South Africa rated profiles 0.6 significantly higher than Whites in 
Turkey, while Whites in other locations were not significantly different in profile rating. 
And Asians including Japanese in Japan and others were not significantly 
different in profile rating across locations. 
(6) Education 
Laypersons with college education and higher rated profiles 0.005 higher than 
those with less than college education, which was statistically insignificant. 
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Variables Β Estimate SE P-value  
Intercept 3.283 0.058 <.0001 
Profile 1 Original Lip, Nose A 0, Nose V 0 Reference . . 
Profile 5 Original Lip, Nose A +1, Nose V +1 -0.204 0.062 0.001 
Profile 6 Original Lip, Nose A +1, Nose V-1 -0.053 0.062 0.3873 
Profile 8 Original Lip, Nose A -1, Nose V +1 -0.306 0.062 <.0001 
Profile 9 Original Lip, Nose A -1, Nose V -1 -0.191 0.062 0.002 
Profile 23 Lip +2, Nose A +1, Nose V +1 -0.456 0.062 <.0001 
Profile 24 Lip +2, Nose A +1, Nose V-1 -0.143 0.062 0.0203 
Profile 26 Lip +2, Nose A -1, Nose V +1 -0.207 0.062 0.0008 
Profile 27 Lip +2, Nose A -1, Nose V -1 -0.312 0.062 <.0001 
Profile 41 Lip -2, Nose A +1, Nose V +1 -0.350 0.062 <.0001 
Profile 42 Lip -2, Nose A +1, Nose V-1 -0.115 0.062 0.0635 
Profile 44 Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V +1 -0.544 0.062 <.0001 
Profile 45 Lip -2, Nose A -1, Nose V -1 -0.182 0.062 0.0033 
Location 1 USA Reference . . 
Location 2 Switzerland -0.246 0.054 <.0001 
Location 3 Lebanon -0.193 0.058 0.0009 
Location 4 South Africa 0.054 0.039 0.1687 
Location 5 Japan -0.304 0.065 <.0001 
Location 6 Saudi Arabia -0.470 0.050 <.0001 
Location 7 Turkey -0.380 0.054 <.0001 
Gender 1 Male Reference . . 
Gender 2 Female -0.115 0.025 <.0001 
Age 1 18-35 Reference .  
Age 2 36+ -0.041 0.027 0.125 
Race 3 White Reference . . 
Race 2 Black 0.144 0.062 0.0211 
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Table 11. Multivariate Analysis of The Association Between Profile Preference and All 
Included Covariates (n=522) 
(7) Income 
Table 12 demonstrates that laypersons in the United States, Switzerland and 
Turkey with comparable annual income of $50,000 and more (Average Income) rated 
profiles 0.01 higher than those who have less than $50,000 in income, which was 
statistically insignificant. 
Income was not included in the regression model for Lebanon, Japan, South 
Africa and Saudi Arabia since no income adjustment to GDP was made by the centers, 
only currency exchange which wouldn’t reflect the actual impact of income. 
 
 
 
Table 12. Analysis of The Association Between Profile Preference and Income (n=202) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Race 4 Asian -0.066 0.035 0.0557 
Education 1 Less than college Reference . . 
Education 2 College and above 0.005 0.027 0.862 
Income 1 Less than $50,000 Reference . . 
Income 2 $50,000 and more 0.012 0.034 0.715 
Variable Β Estimate SE P-value  
Income 1 Less than $50,000 Reference . . 
Income 2 $50,000 and more 0.012 0.034 0.715 
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DISCUSSION 
The identification of layperson preference for lips and nose is paramount in treatment planning 
for orthodontic and rhinoplasty patients. It went unaddressed between orthodontic and plastic surgery 
literature that no authors combined nose and lip changes together in one study. 
For this important purpose, our study aims were to assess the nose and lips preference of layperson 
in seven demographic locations and to evaluate the influence of gender, age, race, education and income 
on this preference.  
We elected to use profile silhouettes generated from an actual patient profile photograph taken in 
natural head position to eliminate variability in skin color and race. [8]. We adjusted the lip and nose 
position in reference to the True Vertical Line in the anteroposterior position in addition to vertical changes 
in the nose tip. 
Adult laypersons were offered to rate the silhouettes on five level Likert Scale based on 
desirability in seven cities, Boston, USA, Zurich, Switzerland, Beirut, Lebanon, Pretoria, South Africa, 
Tokyo, Japan, Jeddah, Saudi Arabia and Istanbul, Turkey. Subjects were screened for knowledge of the 
esthetics standards and familiarity with such studies through education or experience to eliminate sources 
of bias. 
Our study findings were consistent with previous studies that significant difference in layperson 
preference for profile exists among different geographic locations. (Maganzini et al 2000, Nomura et al 
2009, Chong et al 2014). [5], [6], [13] 
Layperon in the United States and South Afirca rated profiles higher in general, we attribute this 
to the diversity of the two locations and the long-established mixed socity that makes citizens more likely 
to like profiles that are far from their own racial norms. 
Our results agreed with other studies by (Foster et all 1973, Hier et all 1999, Maganzini et al 2000, 
Nomura et al 2009, Shimomura et al 2011, Morar et al 2011, Chong et al 2014) that layperson preferred 
profiles behind the Ricketts Esthetic Line. [4], [5], [7], [10], [12], [14] 
Our study found that laypersons preferred lip position that is consistent with the Caucasian norms 
or retrusive within one standard deviation, and the desirability was reduced whenever the deviation was 
greater than one standard deviation. Laypersons didn’t have significant preference to the anteroposterior 
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position of the nose compared to the vertical position of the tip of the nose. Laypersons preferred the 
original vertical position of the nose and a less upturned nose. 
Despite the statistically significant difference in rating between whites and blacks, race did not 
play a clinically significant factor in layperson’s preferences, in agreement with study by Foster et al 
1973.[4] Nomura et al 2009 who found that Japanese and Hispanic judges preferred flatter profiles than 
blacks, while whites were not statistically significantly different than Japanees and Hispanic and blacks in 
their rating in agreement with our study. One of the weakness in that study, however, is that only 30 
subjects were included in each race.[6] Asians in Japan liked the original profile and considered lip 
protrusion as less desirable in agreement with studies by (Maganzini et al 2000, Soh et al 2005, Chong et 
al 2008, Ioi et al 2008, Nomura et al 2009, Shimomura et al 2011).[5], [6], [10], [13], [24], [25]  
 Females rated profiles lower than males by 0.1 which was statistically significant consistent with 
studies by (Nomura et al 2009, Shimomura et al 2011, Morar et al 2011, Abu Arqoub et al 2011, Park et al 
2013).[6][10][14][2][15]. Foster et al 1973, Hier et al 1999 and Nomura et al 2009 found females preferred 
more retruded profile than males. [4], [6], [12] We attribute this to the possibility that females are more 
precise in their judgment and perception of esthetics therefore they approached the profiles more critically. 
Age was not a significant confounder in agreement with study by Pithon et al 2014. [8]. In 
contrast, Foster et al 1973, Hier et al 1999, Shimomura et al 2011, Abu Arqoub et al 2011, Park et al 2013 
found that age was significant with older adults preferred more retrusive profiles. [2], [4], [10], [12], [15] 
In our study, we believe that the changes we made to the profiles in retrusivness or protrusivnees were not 
dramatic that set the preference of those older adult different than the young. 
Income was insignificant confounder in our study as well as education, while Abu Arqoub et al 
2011 found that dentist being more critical compared to laypersons, in our study we were aiming to assess 
layperson preference only.[2] We believe that in the modern world, communication via the web, smarts 
phones, social media and television is part of everyone’s daily life and could affect the general public 
perception. Regardless of income or education, the vast majority of laypersons have accessibility to those 
sources of communication as they become more affordable. Even though the content people access may 
differ from country to country overall within the country content may be similar. 
Modifying nose and lip changes relative to the true vertical line has kept our soft tissue 
measurement close to the norms, especially the Nasolabial angle that ranged within less than one standard 
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deviation of the normal values for the major races and within two standard deviations for Caucasians. 
Upper and lower lip distance to the E-Line was within two standard deviations for Caucasians, Blacks, 
Asians and Hispanic. 
Lips and nose positions were modified in increments of 1 mm since previous studies found that 
changes more than two standard deviation from norms had general agreement of reduced preference by 
laypersons, our aim was to precisely identify the preference and disregard the extremes since they were 
previously determined. Fifty silhouettes were presented to participants to evaluate which included all the 
possible combination of changes in lips and nose.  
Intrarater reliability of the layperson in our study was poor, original Lip had an ICC of 0.2, Lip 
+1mm had ICC of 0.3, Lip +2mm had ICC of 0.4, Lip-1mm had ICC of 0.4 and Lip -2mm had ICC of 0.1.  
ICC values less than 0.5 are indicative of poor reliability, values between 0.5 and 0.75 indicate moderate 
reliability, values between 0.75 and 0.9 indicate good reliability, and values greater than 0.90 indicate 
excellent reliability.[26]  
The reasons behind this poor reliability mainly due to the following, First, the redundancy created 
by the number of silhouettes used in this study to cover all the possible combination that involved five lip 
positions in the anteroposterior direction, three nose changes in the anteroposterior direction and three nose 
changes in the vertical direction, for future studies, limiting the numbers of silhouettes could eliminate this 
redundancy, however, it could compromise the options of how much changes we could chose to present. 
Second, would be that layperson is not critical about changes within 2 mm, not to overlook the fact that 
none of the previous studies that investigated layperson profile preference addressed to replicate images to 
determine the intrarater reliability which is a strength of our study. 
Upon correlation test, only thirteen profiles with ∓2 mm of lip changes had significant difference 
in rating among participants in individual location and across locations. Layperson significant difference 
in preference started to appear when lips changes are farther from the original.  
535 laypersons participated in this study. The sample distribution in the subcategories of gender, 
age, race, education and income was not equal among the seven locations which might have affected the 
association of those variables with preference. Our population was limited to local areas of metropolitan 
cities and doesn’t represent the general population for the countries we included, different results would 
have been expected if more homogenous or rural communities where surveyed. It would have been more 
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precise if equal sample size in each subgroup of gender, age, race, education and income was selected, 
however, we elected not to do that to reduce the risk of selection bias. With the advent of technology, 
replicating our study to be an online survey could allow us to survey larger sample and ensure access to 
different geographic locations, on the other hand, only those laypersons who have access to internet would 
be able to participate.  
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CONCLUSION 
Our study draws a picture of sample of laypeople’s preference of nose and lips position across 
cultures with the following conclusions: 
1- The laypeople’s preference of lip and nose position is significantly different among cities of 
Boston, USA, Zűrich, Switzerland, Beirut, Lebanon, Pretoria, South Africa, Tokyo, Japan, Jeddah, Saudi 
Arabia, and Istanbul, Turkey.  
2- Laypeople in Boston preferred original lip and nose with less desirability to changes in nose 
anteroposteriorly unless there was a concomitant change of the lips to follow in both retrusion and 
protrusion. For the vertical changes, original and less upturned nose was mostly preferred while upturned 
nose was preferred only when it was small, and lips are protrusive.  
3- Laypeople in Zűrich preferred more retrusive lips and nose that is smaller and less upturned. 
Changes in nose only, were not desired without changes in the original lip position.  
4- Laypeople in Beirut preferred original lip and nose, with less preference to changes in nose in any 
direction especially with retrusive lips and up turned nose.  
5- Laypeople in Pretoria preferred more retrusive lip and nose with less desirability to smaller nose 
when the lips are protrusive. No significant difference was observed between pairs of profiles.  
6- Laypeople in Tokyo preferred original lip with protrusive nose that is less upturned with less 
desirability to lip protrusion.  
7- Laypeople in Jeddah preferred original lip with protrusive nose that is less upturned with less 
desirability to combined lip and nose protrusion.  
8- Laypeople in Istanbul  preferred protrusive lips with small nose that is upturned with less 
desirability to retrusive lips and nose that is small and less upturned.  
9- Laypeople are not reliable in their rating of lip changes within ∓2 mm.  
10- Gender and race are significant confounders unlike age, education and income.  
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